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ReSeaRCH PROgRaM 3: DRIVINg PRODUCTIVITy THROUgH PROCUReMeNT

Project 3.1 
Collaborative Object Libraries  
Supporting the Facility Lifecycle

The aim of this project is to improve industry productivity by extending the 

current paradigm of computer-aided design (CaD) libraries to support 

the design, construction, facilities management and demolition/re-use 

information across disciplines and throughout the building lifecycle.

a fundamental problem faced by industry is that CaD library objects 

created and included in electronic models are duplicated by each 

discipline and most cannot be effectively shared between practices and 

projects. The CaD library objects are expensive to create and maintain.  

The current position significantly compromises interoperability and 

efficiency of the industry.

The problem affects all areas of infrastructure and building construction. 

It is most acute for building projects, where design professionals rely 

on software libraries to maintain standardisation of object definitions, to 

increase productivity, and improve quality throughout the development 

lifecycle thereby reducing costs and improving delivery times for projects. 

each construction project uses libraries of products and processes. 

These capture information about the project that is used across multiple 

projects (industry wide) or within a single project (project specific). The 

current range of computer software used for design and analysis each 

address these libraries in individual ways, with no indication from the 

vendors of a neutral approach to libraries. This:

Prevents rationalisation and re-use within organisations, within 

projects, and across the industry;

Creates inefficiencies as businesses are hindered in the transfer 

of data between systems;

Creates a barrier to SMe adoption of this more productive 

technology;

Results in a loss of productivity to designers and constructors; and

Becomes costly to maintain object libraries in facility management 

systems using current industry practices and tools.

The efficiency of digital modelling processes will improve enormously if 

it becomes possible:

To share object libraries across different software, thereby 

reducing effort required by individual organisations to exploit the 

capabilities of digital modelling;

For SMes within this industry to adopt and benefit from the digital 

technology available; and

For object libraries to be adopted within the procurement supply 

chain process and in facility management systems.

Project Outputs for 2011

BIMTools demonstration system funded by SBenrc.

 - exports to Revit (autodesk) and archiCaD (graphisoft).

 - Small number of objects for demonstration purposes.

Demonstration of property set management using web-based 

interface.

experiments conducted with a range of user interfaces.

a presentation was made to BPIC in September 2011.

a presentation “Object Libraries” was made to the Brisbane 

archiCaD users group in Brisbane.

a refereed conference paper, “Domain-Specific Model Transfor-

mation in Building Quantity Takeoff” was presented in June at the 

49th International Conference on Objects, Models, Components 

and Patterns in Zurich. 

an abstract was submitted and accepted, “The story of a door”, 

eCPPM, July 2012.
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